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( Vedic Hymns, p, 382). He brings the gods to mankind,
U. He brings their force and their blessing; they
represent definite psychological states, in which the feeling
and energy of life flow with greater freedom and joy,
where the pent ice is broken. Nietzsche catches trp state
in that wonderful verse:
" Thou who with spear of flame
Dissolveth the ice of my soul!
Storming now she hasteneth
Toward the sea of her highest hopes/'
11.	The  following  invocations  are  in  harmony  with  this
theme :  " Let the divine gates, the multipliers of Rita, be flung
wide.    Open the much desired gates, that the gods may come
forth.    Let night and morning—the young mothers of Rita, be
seated together upon the ritual grass, etc.1'l
The analogy with the rising sun is unmistakable. Rita
appears as the sun, since out of night and twilight is the
new sun born,
12,	" Open ye for our succour, O divine doors easy of access.
Ever more and more fill the sacrifice with blessedness : (with
prayers) we draw nigh unto night and morning—the multipliers
of living power, the two young mothers of Rita."
There is no need, I think, for further examples to show
that the concept of Rita, like sun and wind etc., is. a libido-
symbol. Only the Rita concept is less concretistic, and
contains the abstract element of established direction and
lawfulness, •««&• the determined and ordered path or
process.. • •	'•• - •. . '•' ' ':' . •• • •.., . -..
Already, therefore, it is a philosophical libido-symbol
which can be directly compared with the Stoic concept
etfAappwij* 'With the Stoics•' efyapfi&vi had, of course, the
significance of a creative primordial heat, and at the same
time a determined, regulated process (hence also its mean-
ing— " compulsion by the stars ")• I* is self-evident that
libido as a psychological energy concept corresponds with
i Vedic Hymns* p, 153 and p. 8.

